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The discussion at the Workshop is expected to contribute to the identification and analysis of best practices for the effective promotion, reporting, measurement and assessment of innovation aimed at: coherent approaches to innovation policy; better targeted innovation to help meet global challenges, such as climate change, or to cope with the consequences of the global challenges; and, creation and strengthening of the development of human capital, and the use of networks as part of the innovation process.
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“Innovation for Development: Converting Knowledge to Value”, 28th January 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STEPS is…The STEPS Centre’s challenges…Linking environmental sustainability with poverty reduction and social justiceMaking science and technology work for the poorI’m here with Julia Day and also Geoff Oldham and Martin Bell, who are working with us on the Manifesto project to introduce some of the ideas that we hope to introduce into thinking about innovation, and to tell you about the ways in which these ideas will be explored further in the manifesto project.From FOF proposal - “we aim to set a forward-looking policy agenda for funding in the science, technology and development arena by pinpointing opportunities, challenges and implications for future policy and recommending new ways of linking science and innovation to development for a more sustainable, equitable and resilient future.”Just to give you an idea of where this idea springs from…



History:

- Commissioned by UN

- Written by the Sussex Group: 
Hans Singer (chair), Geoff Oldham, 
Charles Cooper, R.C. Desai, 
Christopher Freeman, Oscar Gish 
and Stephen Hill 

- Impact in UN circles, design of 
IDRC, used in teaching
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Demand side was covered – systems thinking introduced around the importance of S&T addressing the problems of the developing world … but (understandably) didn’t go into detail on the processes for identifying needs… partly because that wasn’t its remit, partly because of the diversity of countries it was aimed at.Shortly afterwards (1972)  came “The Limits to Growth”, Commissioned by the “Foundation of the Club of Rome”.  It is still the best-selling environmental book ever – laid out the doomsday scenario of ever-decreasing fossil fuel supplies, as well as those for mineral, metal and other reserves… didn’t even raise the spectre of global climate change… raised questions around environmental (resource) sustainability.It was written by Hans Singer (chair), Geoff Oldham, Charles Cooper, R.C. Desai, Christopher Freeman, Oscar Gish and Stephen Hill The commissioned report was intended to serve as the introductory chapter to the UN World Plan of Action on Science and Technology for Development for the ‘Second UN Development Decade’, the 1970s  i.e. looked ahead 10 years.  It eventually had an impact in UN circles and more broadly, influencing the design of the IDRC and acting as a teaching resource.We invited Geoff Oldham – previously head of SPRU - in February to tell us the story.  Following that seminar it was decided that the STEPS Centre, with Geoff and Martin, would initiate a project to revisit the recommendations and achievements since 1970 and to reflect on the needs for innovation policy right now.What has happened?“Research and development (R and D) effort of the developing countries should be increased from the present level of about 0.2 per cent of gross national product (GNP) to about 0.5 per cent of GNP”[1].“The advanced countries ought to give direct, financial and technical assistance to the build-up of indigenous science in the developing countries”, with this reaching “0.05 per cent of their GNP during the Second United Nations Development Decade, which would imply that about 5 per cent of their total aid would be for science and technology.”[2]“The advanced countries should devote about 5 per cent of their total R and D expenditure to the specific problems of the developing countries during the Decade.”[3] “On the one hand, the scientific and technological effort of advanced and developing countries must be “coupled”.  On the other hand, the problem of access to technology must be solved.  On this latter point, it is suggested that “an international technology transfer bank may be a valuable if partial solution.”[4]Despite the rapid growth in R&D expenditure in the developed economies over those years, the share of the global total accounted for by the ‘developing’ countries had increased more than ten-fold from 2 per cent of 1970 to about 22 per cent in 2002. [CH1]On average, ‘developing’ countries allocated the equivalent of 1.0 per cent of GDP to R&D, twice the target level set for the end of the Development Decade in 1980.The number of ‘researchers’ in those countries accounted for nearly 30 per cent of the global total.These kinds of structural shift in the distribution of R&D capabilities and activities between developed and developing countries since the late 1960s have been heavily concentrated in a small number of the countries that were ‘developing’ at that time. Consequently, the global aggregates hide very large imbalances among them Page: 4� [CH1] But we need to identify whether the ‘developing’ countries in the UNESCO data for 2002 are the same ‘developing’ countries as in the original Manifesto.



SPRU’s Critique of “The Limits to Growth“

Freeman et al (1973) “Models of Doom”

Technology, values and politics are as important as the growth/no 
growth debate, but are neglected areas of analysis.

“Some types of growth are quite consistent not merely with 
conservation of the environment, but with its enhancement.  The 
problem, in our view, is a socio-political one of stimulating this type 
of growth and of more equitable distribution, both between 
countries and within them.”

Freeman (1973) in “Models of Doom”
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Followed up by “Models of Doom” 1973.  SPRU critique identified the socio-political problem of stimulating equitable and environmentally-friendly growth through judicious choice of technologies.  But how?Now evermore dynamic systems, need to think across social, technological and environmental domains.Therefore this is the history of thinking about innovation for sustainability and for development in our institutions… Almost 40 years on, the STEPS Centre combines thinking across the social tech and environmental sciences and brings new thinking to the socio-political challenges in a very different world.In orRaphie says…“Typically, innovation is measured as a combination of knowledge inputs and outputs – for example, R&D and patents respectively (Griliches, 1990; Arundel, 1997; Smith, 2005) . These measures show increasing levels of investment in innovative activities and rising levels of innovative output. The literature on systemic change – in production paradigm (Piore and Sabel, 1984; Best, 1990) and techno-economic paradigm (Freeman and Perez, 1988; Freeman and Louca, 2001) - similarly suggests a period of increasing, and indeed radical, technological change in the last decades of the 20th century.”



“Innovation for Development: Converting 
Knowledge to Value”

What is “value” when associated with innovation?

- “Innovation” in economics has traditionally been linked to economic 
growth, competitiveness (monetary value)… but is that all?

How do we deal with multiple and divergent values?

- universalised views neglect the importance of culture and context 

Ideas of “value” differ with knowledge, experience and world 
view (as do those of “sustainability”)
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What is value?  Point 2. “better targeted innovation to help meet global challenges, such as climate change, or to cope with the consequences of the global challenges”…Technological, social and environmental change require us to rethink… how about innovations that have no economic impact, but may have an ecological/environmental economic impact.Multiple and divergent values? ESRC-funded “Delivering public value from new technologies”Ideas of “value” – The aim of the STEPS Centre, and specifically the manifesto project, is to explore new ways to link science, technology and innovation to divergent ideas of value to build a more sustainable, and equitable and resilient future.  The STEPS Centre’s work addresses these issues by identifying “pathways” to sustainability.  For the manifesto project, this translates to thinking about some key concepts which I’d like to introduce.Another industrial revolutionWhat’s important about revolutions?  Not economic growth but the changes in power relations and means of production that they entail (Freeman and Perez)Therefore let’s start thinking about ecological economics rather than just “the introduction of a new product (a good or a service) to the market; the introduction of a new process that produces products for the market, or delivers them; the use of new organizational structures or business practices; or the development of new markets, or the capturing of a greater share of existing markets”Rawls not ParetoNicholas Stern (New Scientist 24th January 2009 pages 26-27) says “it now seems that our target should not exceed 500ppm.  That’s if we are to keep down the risks of potentially catastrophic impacts which could result from average global temperatures rising 4 degrees or more above pre-industrial levels.  Over the longer term, it is important to limit concentrations more tightly still.”Now says that this will cost 2 percent (not 1 percent) of GDP per year…“We will need a revolution that surpasses the scale and impact of previous world-changing technologies such as railways and personal computers”Invention“an idea, a sketch or model for a new or improved device, product, process or system”Only becomes an innovation according to many economists…on the point of “the first commercial transaction involving the new product, process, system or device”. (Freeman and Soete 1997, after Schumpeter)Freeman and Soete (1997) The “Economics of Industrial Innovation” is an excellent place to start in improving this understanding.… “such inventions may often (not always) be patented but they do not necessarily lead to technical innovations. In fact the majority do notTaken from Schumpeter (1912)… almost 100 years old.Is innovation good or bad?



A “3D” Agenda

Directionality – of pathways towards specific Sustainability 
objectives.

Distribution – more equitable distribution of benefits, costs 
and risks associated with innovation.

Diversity – in socio-technical systems, in order to build robust 
and resilient systems, mitigate lock-in and cater for seemingly 
irreconcilable perspectives on value and sustainability.
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We are developing three emphases to use as academically rigorous and novel (but at the same time sexy) hooks for our new manifesto:(all three to be checked with Andy Stirling)Direction – vector rather than scalar… where are we going (rather than just how fast).  This is direction of innovation pathways (socio-technical regimes/ technological paradigms) necessarily pathways (which is broader, as I understand it).  Awareness of mutually reinforcing pathways - ‘social shaping’, ‘homeostasis’, ‘autonomy’; ‘momentum’, ‘obduracy’, ‘lock-in’, ‘alignment’ and ‘entrapment’. From Rennings 2000 ”Due to the pressures of the selection environment a certain technology may become a dominant ‘technological paradigm’.  Advantages in transaction costs, learning curves, economies of scale, superior cost-benefit-ratios and a good fit with existing lifestyles, technologies, infrastructures or networks result in path-dependencies or technological trajectories” (Dosi 1988 “The Nature of the Innovation Process” in Freeman, Nelson, Silverberg and Soete  “Technical Change and Economic Theory, Pinter) 	e.g. biofuels based on food staples (corn)… creates lock-in to energy and water-intensive agriculture, and also food/fuel conflicts.  Instead, an awareness of directionality and tending to the distribution of benefits and risks of energy policy might lead to investment in waste-based biofuels.  Politics is at the heart of this (Mid-West corn farmers and existing industrial powers) and the institutions responsible for these investments/regulations/tech developments need reform before we can expect the pathways to attend to these three objectives. Distribution – of benefits, burdens and risks – again, at the level of technological trajectories, incentive structures, institutions rather than focussing on the blind continuation of existing trajectories with re-distribution added on as an after-thought.Diversity – of technologies, policies, cultures, practices within socio-technical systems.  Contributes to robustness (and resilience) in systems.  Can also mitigate lock-in and help to resolve irreconcilable perspectives on Sustainability. Variety, Other examples (from Andy’s paper):“Rather than examining redistributive instruments against a backdrop of assumed progress with: genetically modified crops; patent-intensive pharmaceuticals; centralised energy resources; or privatised water infrastructures attention might instead be given to alternative pathways in each of these areas. Even without envisaging extreme changes of direction, these might address (respectively) various configurations for: genetic marker-assisted plant breeding; prize-driven pharmaceutical innovation; distributed energy sources; and public water infrastructures. Likewise, more radical pathways might in each case be envisaged around (again respectively): organic farming; preventive healthcare; energy efficiency and water differentiation and recycling systems.”Stirling 2007 “In the history, philosophy and sociology of science, interactions among a diversity of disciplinary perspectives are held to be important means to enhancing rigour (Merton 1973) and creativity (Kuhn 1970). In research strategy, diverse portfolios offer flexibility in the face of uncertain future progress (Rosenberg 1996) and promote learning across programmes (David & Rothwell 1996). More broadly, institutional and technological diversity are seen as stimuli for innovation (Rosenberg 1982; Landau et al. 1996; Grabher & Stark 1997) and productivity (Aoki1996). Accordingly, it is repeatedly urged (including by Nature (Gibbons 1999; Anon. 2004) and the Treasury (Treasury 2006)) that the governance of science be ‘opened up’ (Stirling 2005) to include more diverse public constituencies and interests (Wynne 1995). In risk regulation, the inclusion of diverse views is likewise cited as a way to inform more robust policy decisions Fineberg 1996; Hong & Page 1998; Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 1998). Similarly, in debates over precaution (Stirling 2006b) and sustainability (Brooks 1986), the pursuit of diverse technology strategies is highlighted as a ‘resource pool’ (Breznitz 1986) providing flexibility (Collingridge 1983) and resilience (Folke et al. 2002) in the face of ignorance (Stirling 2006c) and surprise (Norgaard 1989). This is also true in fields like energy policy, where technological and fuel diversity have long been a major focus in discussions of supply security (Willrich 1975; International Energy Agency 1985; Kaijser et al. 1991; Stirling 1994; Grubb et al. 2006). In a world where choice among scientific and technological pathways is often a matter of intense political contention, then, diversity features both as an input and an output—pursuing a mix of strategies informed by a variety of perspectives can help accommodate otherwise irreconcilable social interests and values (James 1990; Grabher & Stark 1997). Looking at innovation more widely, diversity is a key focus of attention in economics (Gatsios & Seabright 1989; Geroski 1989), yielding many varieties of portfolio theory (Lumby 1984; Brealey & Myers 1988). Less-formalized notions of diversity are prominent in strategies for addressing wider challenges, like market concentration (Finkelstein & Friedman 1967), institutional momentum (Hughes 1983), autonomy (Winner 1977), entrapment (Walker 2000) and lockin (Arthur 1989). Diversity is consequently a major theme in systems (Johnson & Longmeyer 1999) and organization (Grabher & Stark 1997) theory, bibliometrics (Axarloglou & Theoharakis 2003), evaluation (Rafols & Meyer 2006), engineering (Cohen 1985) and regional (Dosi 1992), development (Norgaard 1994) and employment (Blackaby et al. 2002) policy. Beyond this, diversity is prominent in crucial efforts to promote religious, cultural, racial, and gender equality (Atkinson 1970) and pluralism (US Department of Agriculture Subcommittee on Extension Diversity of the Personnel and Organization Development Committee 1998). The concept of diversity is truly of pervasive interest.But how will we organise this into a manifesto? (next slide…)  



space of technological
possibilities

time

conventional ‘linear’ understandings of technology change still 
prevail in mainstream UK/EU technology governance

e.g. “history is a race to advance technology” - UK Royal Academy of Engineering

e.g. “For the objectives of the Lisbon Strategy to be properly attained …   pro-
innovation action [is] a priority.” - European Parliament, 2006



space of technological
possibilities

time

Innovation as optimisation

Constrained by science, technical convergence and market 
equilibrium - yields ‘optimal’ technological configurations
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Treats innovation as homogeneous:   	no distinctions … no alternatives … no politics …    no choice !Academic research shows many examples of ‘lock-in’ to sometimes poor choices:VHS/ betamaxQwerty keyboardsMedia standardsUrban transportBut there are other possible trajectories – what ever happened to? Another way of looking at it is to think about pathways untravelled/ counter-factuals



space of technological
possibilities

time

Literature describes many examples of momentum/path-dependence/ 
‘lock-in’ to sometimes poor choices:
VHS/ betamax
Qwerty keyboards
Urban transport
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Academic research shows many examples of ‘lock-in’ to sometimes poor choices:VHS/ betamax – path dependence Qwerty keyboards – Paul David - the standard "QWERTY" keyboard arrangement is dramatically inferior to an arrangement offered by August Dvorak, but we are locked into the inferior arrangement by a coordination failureUrban transport – reliance on (up till now) internal combustion engine-powered private vehicles continues because these allowed us to build dispersed connurbations, rather than settlements based around public transport servicesAcademic research shows many examples of ‘lock-in’ to sometimes poor choices:economics, history, philosophy, social studies, political science:		homeostasis (Sahal, 1985); 		lock-in (Arthur, 1989);          contingency (Mokyr, 1992); 		regimes (Nelson and Winter, 1981); trajectories (Dosi, 1982);		momentum (Hughes, 1983); 	      	path-dependence (David, 1985); 	autonomy (Winner, 1977);       	social shaping (Bijker, 1995); 	co-construction (Misa & Brey 2003); expectations (van Elsen, 1995); 	imaginations (Jasanoff, 2005);	entrapment (Walker, 2000)		alignment (Geels, 2005)	



- politics of direction underlies many technological debates
eg: industrial agriculture             / LEISA, marker-assisted breeding   

centralised thermal power    / distributed renewable energy
private urban automobiles    / integrated public transportation
IP-driven pharmaceuticals    /     preventive open-source public health

space of technological
possibilities

time



- Negative impacts of technology change typically bear most acutely on the 
least powerful social groups 
- Closure on particular paths often reflects incumbent interests and excludes 
others - compounds disempowerment, disappropriation

space of technological
possibilities

time

Determines the distribution of benefits, costs and risks from innovation
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e.g. food-based biofuels – impacts on international food pricesSo how do we guard against “lock-in” to these unsustainable, inequitable pathways?  The manifesto posits a maintenance of diversity as one considerationIn terms of economics, distribution (of wealth) might include:Inter-personalInter-percentileIntra-percentileInter-classIntra-classInter-sectoralIntra-sectoralInter-generationalInter-genderIntra-genderInter-temporalIntra-temporalInter-regional, intra-nationalIntra-regional, intra-nationalInter-regional, inter-nationalIntra-regional, inter-nationalBetween countries – unweightedBetween countries – weighted



Importance of diversity in socio-techno-ecological systems
- Mitigates lock-in
- Fosters continuous innovation
- Hedges against ignorance
- Accommodates plurality of values

space of technological
possibilities

time
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Diverse knowledge lead to diverse innovations… how will we try to capture diversity in our work?  Leads on to the elements of the new manifesto project itself.MacArthur – refutation of the diversity-stability hypothesisFosters innovation (Grabher) More broadly, institutional and technological diversity are seen as stimuli for innovation (Rosenberg 1982; Landau et al. 1996; Grabher & Stark 1997) and productivity (Aoki 1996)Mitigates lock-inHedges ignoranceAccommodates plurality – Arrow(Sensitivity to context) – different resource endowments lead to choosing different tech paths… always end up with diversity anyway (initially Ricardo)



Elements of the Manifesto project

Background papers – identifying and engaging with current debates

•A Historical Review of UN Initiatives (Esha Shah)
•Innovation capabilities and directions of development (Martin Bell)
•Innovation Systems – evolving ideas and limitations in practice (Martin Bell)
•The Global Redistribution of Innovative Activities (Adrian Ely)
•Silver bullets, grand challenges and the new philanthropy (Sally Brooks)
•Centres of Excellence (Linda Waldman)
•Private Sector Innovation (Adrian Ely)
•Emerging Technologies and International Foresight (Paddy Van Zwanenberg)
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Identifying and engaging with current debates in STI and D



Elements of the Manifesto project

Domain papers – linking these debates to sectoral problems

• Food and Agriculture
• Health and Disease
• Water and Sanitation
• Energy



Elements of the Manifesto project

New Manifesto Seminars

Annual STEPS Symposium, 24th September 2009

Round table events 
Partners - Practical Action and Tribhuvan University, Nepal 

African Centre for Technology Studies, Kenya
Tsinghua University, Beijing
Insttituto Venezolano de Investigaciones Scientificas
TU Delft, Netherlands
Fundacion Este Pais, Mexico
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New Manifesto seminars – to open up debatesSTEPS symposium – discuss draft manifestoRound tables - learning and reflection – participation, iterative learning across networks… interested in new partners – spreading out across beyond the STEPS network



Launch May 2010

• multimedia manifesto – a living document

• focus on putting the manifesto recommendations into action, 

Messages for this workshop

• Innovation strategies at regional, national or global levels must 
incorporate considerations of direction as well as rate.

• Approaches to opening up the processes influencing this 
directionality must be further developed and mainstreamed.
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 Innovation strategies at regional, national or global levels has got to incorporate direction as well as rate… and how we can open up the processes for influencing direction Make it impossible for any future innovation strategy to be “directionless”Link in to the manifesto- Proposed venue: Wilton Park, West Sussex (currently discussing arrangements)- 60-70 participants (high level policy-makers, leading academics, NGOs, donors)- focus on putting the manifesto recommendations into actionPartnership/ otherwiseFollowed up by other international events



http://www.steps-centre.org/manifesto/
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http://www.steps-centre.org/manifesto/
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